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A Study of the Dielectric Strength of Air.

- I — Introduction.

The growing tendency to the use of high voltages, especially in the

transmission of electrical energy over long distances frorr. vater-power plants,

has necessitated a study of the phenomena accompanying such practice. The

principal problems which present themselves are the nature, cause ,and result

of corona and flash-over. It is, therefore, the purpose of this thesis to

study *.he3e phenomena with the object of finding what relation, if any ,

yexists between therr.. The conditions as met with in the laboratory rust of

necessity differ from those found in actual practice, but these differences

:.ave been eliminated so far as possible- Furthermore, the danger accompanying

such test3 as are necessary to a complete study of the subject are such as to

limit the research.

- II - - Description of Ap aratus -

For obtaining the high voltages necessary in this investigation, two

2 00 watt, 110 / 33000 volt transformers were connected with their primaries,

or low voltage sides, in multiple, and their secondary, or high tension sides,

in series in order to give 66000 volts from a 110 volt source. For voltages

above 66000, a 100 kilowatt, 200, COO volt transformer was U3ed,with a normal

frequency of 60. The small transformers could be operated equally well at

any frequency. All voltages were read from the low tension side with a low-

reading voltmeter, while a variation of voltage was attained by means of the

field variation of the alternator. For protection at the time of breakdown,

a reactance coil and a high resistance were put in series with the secondary.

The primary was fused at two amperes by means of a fuse and also a circuit

breaker so arranged that it was under '.he direct control of the observer.

The reactance coil consisted of 100 turns of # 10 bare copier wire wound on

a wooden reel, each layer and each turn being separated by a \ inch air space.

; __
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The high resistances were 3 foot glass tubes filled with practically pure

water, each tube having a resistance of about 10,000,000 ohms. The tubes were

sealed at one er;d ith a wire running through the seal, :ind the other end was

corked up and a conductor inserted through the cork. Any increase in pressure

due to the water becoming hot from the discharge current,was thus allowed for.

All readings were taken in a perfectly dark room, the meter being read from

a light-proof box. The conductors tested were as smoctth as were attainable, and

were of three materials,- copper, iron ( or soft steel ), and brass. The

smaller conductors were stretched over quadrants: nailed to two side-pieces at

a distance of (20) twenty inches apart, the radius of the quadrants being (5)

five inches,- The arrangement is shown in Figure I.

Figure I .

One end of the conductor was fastened rigidly to the frame, and the other

to a tightening apparatus consisting of an "I" bolt and a nut which was screwed

on to give the proper tension and smoothness of the wire. The two frarr.es were

suspended from -lass rods which were fitted through holes in the frames so

that the conductors could be spaced at any desired distance. The entire apparatus

was hung from a wocden pole which in turn was fastened to a grounded netting.

The assembly of the rods and frames is shown in Figure 2.

For measuring the spacing between the smaller sizes of -onductors, a

tapered paper measure such as is shown in Figure 3, was used. This triangle

was eleven (11 ) inches long and 5* inches wide at the one end, tapering to a

point with a uniform slope of one in four. For the greater distances, where
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the curvature of the rod would introduce an error if the paper measure were

used, a fine steel scale was substituted. Either means of measuring made it

possible to get distances very accurately to the tenths, and to estimate to

h undredths

.

Power was supplied from a smooth core 2300 volt, 133 cycle alternator





belted to a direct current shunt motor. The alternator gave very nearly a

sine wave, so that little error is introdu ed by considering the ratio of

rr.aximuir. voltage to effective voltage equal to 1.414. Owing to the belt ratio,

it was impossible to run higher than 60 cycles, but low voltages with a

very good wave were obtainable, and a range of voltages sufficient for these

tests was possible. The alternator was excited from a constant source at

110 volts, the excitation being regulated by several rheostats in series.

A complete diagram of connections is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 .
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- Ill -

General Theory.

When a difference of potential exists between two bodies, there is a

strain of the surrounding atmosphere depending upon the amount cf the dif-

ference of ;otential. This strain is caused by electrostatic lines of force

radiating out from the bodies, the number of lines depending on the amount

of the charge. Since parallel conductors only are to be treated of in this

thesis, they are to be considered as the charged bodies, and the difference

of potential will be spoken of directly as the voltage. Accordingly, as the

voltage is raised, the number of lines of force increases, and likewise the

strain on the air, until ultimately, the force is great enough to cause a

b reakdown and allow a large amount of current to flow acrosn the broken path.

As the distance between the conductors is increased, a greater voltage is

required to cause breakdown on account of the larger force necessary. As a

certain amount of potential is necessary to cause breakdown between any body

and the surrounding atmosphere, the immediate surroundings may be broken

down before a n actual flash-over occurs, thus giving the effect of an enlarge

merit of the wire. When such a state occurs, the phenomena known as corona

is a parent. Corona appears to the naked eye as a bright purple light, having

a very short wave length so that a sensitized plate is easily affected by it.

It becomes more apparent as the voltage is raised, continuing until the

stress at any place between the conductors i3 sufficient to cause breakdown,

ror a given diameter of wire and given conditions of frequency, humidity, and

atmosphere pressure, corona appears at a certain voltage , provided the distance

between the wires is great enough. But when the conductors are too close, the

strain on the entire length of air between them will cause breakdown before

corona ap ears. Hence, there must be a place between the two extremes where

corona appears at the instant that flash-over occurs. The place where this
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takes place is to be known in this treatise is the critical roint, the vol-

tage there as the critical voltage , and tance as the critical distance

.

Since it is the maximum strain that causes joth corona and breakdown , we are

interested in the maximum value of the voltage wave, which is here taken as

1.414 times the effective value as read by the voltmeter.

Ir. treating of the electrostatic force between the conductors, it is

usually assumed that the lines go ut radially in all directions. As a

matter of fact, the attraction of the opposite conductor is such as to cause

the lines to bend around more or less and become concentrated between the

conductors as is rhown ir. Figure 5. The condition of the atmosphere in respect

to the electrical strain is compar-

le to the mechanical stress which

cists in a material when under load.

Up to the elastic limit, there is

no actual damage, but above that value,

rupture follows rapidly, occurring

when the weakest part of the material

vre 5. has given away. Likewise, the air

will hold out until its elastic limit is reached, which limit is the point

where corona appears,above hich it rapidly fails. This limit is dependent

upon a number of variables, the most important for consideration here, being

the size of wire and the distance between conductors.
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Mathematical Theory.

The potential gradient n
f " between two bodies is defined as the differ-

dE
ential difference of potential for a differntial distance, or dr , where

w dE"is the differential potential and"dr]J the differential distance. By defi-

nition, also, the potential o f a point is the amount of work required to

bring a unit charge of electricity from infinity to that point; hence, a

difference of potential between two points is the difference in the amount

of work required to carry the charge up to those points. A unit charge is

that charge which will exert a force of one dyne upon another unit charge

at a distance of one centimeter. It may also be defined as that charge which

will produce one line of force per square centimeter at a distance of one

centimeter from the charge. Therefore, on the surface of a centimeter sphere,

there are 4 77" lines of force eminating from the unit charge. Then a charge

of value nQ" will produce 4 TT Q lines on the same sphere, equally distri-

buted over the surface. The intensity of a field is defined as the number

c
f lines per square centimeter, so that the intensity of a unit charge at

the surface of a unit sphere is 4 7T . The intensity of any charge at the
4 w 4 77" Q Q

surface of any sphere of radius "r" is 4 7T r^ or r^ ,

The intensity is a measure of the force exerted by the field on a charge

placed in that field, and, in C.G.S. units, is equal to that force. Figure 6

is a diagram of the method of finding the difference of potential between

two points.

Let M R " equal the intensity of the

field, and since it is numerically equal to

the force exerted by the field, the dif-

f erence in potential

v l
_ v 2 - Work - R x distance.

Figure 6.
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Since the force is varying, and oproses the motion, the work expended in

bringing the charge up to a point is represented by the integral

W - - J"r^r* dr . (1)

. r
Integrating, Q

W - r
J CO

r . (2)

The work is independent of th« path, depending only on the difference and the

direct distance, hence a body may move on equal -otential surfaces without

work being performed. Letting w f" equal the potential gradient, and since
_dj_ ffiL

f - dr and E - -
j
r dr,

f - - ~r& (3)

Then the expression for wf is the same as that for the field intensity.

P
B

jt i* D-?<-

D

Figure 7 .

Assuming a uniform distribution of the lir.e ; of force eminating from

two parallel conductors, there is a force exerted between them at any point

due to "A" and another due to WB M
. Since this force is numerically equal to

the intensity, it is equal to the flux divided by the area. Then the

force per centimeter length of the wire on a direct line between the con-

ductors is made up of the two components, Fa and F^ :

4 7T Q. _2£_
Fa - - 2 7T x - x . (4)

Similarly, 2 Q.

Fb - - D - x . (5)

Then th c total force exerted at the point HP" is the sum of the two forces, or

2 Q 2 Q
F
p

- - x - D - x

1 _1__
- - 2 Q ( x + D - x ) (6)

Then also
_ 1 1

f - - 2 Q ( x + D - x ) (7)
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For any other point in th° r ield, the force would be the resultant, vec-

torially, of the separate forces. Since the difference of potential between

two poin's is th° integral of the potential gradient, the total e.m.f.

( 1 1

E - - / 2 Q ( x + D - x ) dx (£)

- - 2 Q ( log x - log (D - x ) ) (9)

D - x
- 2 Q ( log x ) (10)

At the surface of the conductor where x - r, ih e equation becomes
D - r D -D + r

E - 2 Q ( log" r log D - r )

- 2 Q ( log \ r

D - r
2

D - r

4 Q log r • (11)

From this equation, the equation for MQ H becomes,

E

Substituting this value for "QM in Equation (7), it becomes

2 E _1_ _1_
f - „, D - r ( x D - x ) . (13)

4 log ?

—

At the surface of th - conductor, where x - r, is the maximum intensity.

E D
f -

2 log P - r ( r ( D - r ) ) (14)

The radius M r n is U3ually so small in comparison to "D M that it may be

neglected. The equation then becomes

E
f - D - r

" 2 r loge r (15)

Or
.434 3 E

< = , r los^ •
(«)
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- V -

Results .

The investigations for this thesis were -.ade on specimens ranging in size

from .01C to .375 inches, being of different materials^ but, although

several discr-panies are noted in the results from the various metals, it

is reasonable t believe that the material of the conductors was of no con-

s equence

.

In curves Numbers 1, 2, 3, the values of voltage as read during the

tests are plotted against th"5 distance between the wires ( inside distances )

and show the course pursued by the breakdown and the corona effects. All

corona points are for visual corona, and it is very possible that this will

vary, depending upon the condition of the eye and upon the o: server, but

careful tests have confirmed the fact that the variations are well within

the limits of accuracy fcr a work of this kind. From the curves, the critical

point was determined, both as t: voltage and as to distance, that point

being checked as nearly as possible with actual observations. Similar curves

were plotted for all specimens, and from the critical voltages thus deter-

mined, the relation shown by Curve No. 4 on Sheet No. 4 between radius and cri-

t ical voltage was plotted. Also, frou: the critical points, the potential

gradient was calculated and plotted against radii on the same sheet, as Curve

No. 6. Further, the critical distances were plotted to the same base on that

s heet.

The potential gradient at the surface of the conductors shows a lar^e

variation
, ranging from 60,000 volts effective per centimeter for the smal-

" er conductors, to 34,600 for the largest one tested. The law of variation

seems to follow no simple relation, and the exact equation cannot be deter-

mined by any of the ordinary methods. The curves between "E" and "r" and

between "D" and "r w a pear to straighten out f or larger values of Mr'\ The
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equation for "En might then become,

E - 288,000 r + 5000 . (17)

Similarly, the expression for "D" becomes,

D - 87.7 r - 5 . (18)

Substituting these values in Equation (16) for "f", it becomes,

.4343 E
f - D-r

2 r logiQ-p—

"

4343 _( 288,000 r -y 5000 )

87.7 r - 5 - r
f "

2 r logio

62,500 *
r

r

1085

log 1Q (
86.7 - 5.

).

Then when r - £?°, f - 32,200.

Using equations (17) and (18) in deriving an expression for "f", an

equation which fits the experimental curve No. 6 approximately is found to be

3
r
300

f - 32,200 + pj: (19)

This also fulfills the conclusion that when r - c?o, f ^ 32,200, which

is to say that" f
" can never become less than 32,200.

Mr. J. B. Whitehead, writing in the American Institute of Electrical

Engineers Proceedings for July, 1911, gives the equation

13 400
f - 32,000 + fj (20)

for the same kind of • orlc as has been done here, and his curve follows our

curve very closely. A comparison for the values derived from Equation (20)

and actual values taken from Curve No. 6 are given in Table No. 16.

A more accurate analysis of the nD w- Mr M curve shows the relation

D - 89 r
1,2

(21)

to hold very closely over the entire range, thus allowing for a slight up-
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ward curve at all times, instead of the straight line as assumed above. This

latter equation was found by plotting log D against log r giving a curve

1.95
with the tangent Tga" 30 ^hat

1.63 log D - 1.95 log r * C.

When log r - 0, log D - 1.95, and C - 3.19.

Then log D - 1.2 log r + 1.95, or

1.9 1.2
D - 10 x r

1.2 .

89 r

Substituting this new value for nD" together with the old value for "E"

( which still seem s to be correct ) in Equation (16) ,

.4343 ( 288,000 r + 5000 )

2 r log 10 (
89 r

!' 2
, r '

r

From this , it is found that f - 30,000 volts, effective, per centi-

meter when r - 4.85 centimeters. Substituting this value back in Equa-

tions (17) and (21), the wires must be 19.5 feet apart and require a voltage

of 1,500,000 to cause breakdown.

In an endeavor to determine a very accurate expression for the experi-

mental Curve No. 6, values of "f" were taken from the curve and plotted

against the logs of "E" taken from the same points. In this manner, two

distinct equations were found, the first where

f - 18,400 log r + 25,000 122)

fitting the curve with a maximum variation of 0.10 $ for all values of radius

up to and including two (2) millimeters, and the second

-32,800 (23)
f - r

fitting for all values from two (2) millimeters up to 4.85 centimeters

with a rr.aximum variation of .50 $



i
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Tables Nos . 1 - 11, inclusive, give data as taken in the tests, where

the various specimens were tested, beginning with a short distance between

them, and increasing the voltage until corona appeared, and then flash-over

occurred. The voltages were read as accurately as possible for both corona and

flash-over. The distances between the conductors were increased by steps,

the same data being taien for each step. From Tables Nos. 3, 6, 10, are

plotted Curves No 8« X y 2
f

3
f 513 typical of all test curves.

By substitution in Equation (16), the potential gradient at the sur-

face was calculated for representative specimens, ror all values of voltages

covered in the test. These are tabulated in Tables 12 - 15 inclusive. There

are also tabulated in these tables, values of the potential gradient midway

between the wires, calculated from Equation 13, by substituting " D/2 n for wx w
.

In these tables, the voltages are taken from the curves both for flash-over

and f or corona. It is seen that the surface gradient remains practically

constant for the corona points, while the gradient midway between the con-

ductors, although decreasing a little as the distance increases, is still

constant enough to warrant the statement that the center gradient is the

same at breakdown at all spacings for the same size of wire. The value of

this gradient rs.nges from 2000 to 2500 volts per centimeter, and seems to be

one of the properties of a particular size of wire. The fact that the center

-radient decreases as the distance increases is rather strange, for it seems

very plausible that the tension midway between the conductors would govern

breakdown just as breakdown in a material is determined by the failure of

the last point. But this decrease may be due to the f-ct that data was taken

each time by starting with close spacings and lower voltages, and increasing

them past the critical point, so that the air surrounding the wires may have

become gradually broken down allowing flash-over before it would otherwise

occur, Thf fact that the average values for surface gradient check very close-
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ly with the critical values taken from the test curves, would seen, another

proof that Curve No. 6 on Sheet No. 4 is correct as plotted.

Table No. 16 gives the critical distances, critical voltages, and the

values of potential gradient at the surface and midway between the conductors

for all the specimens tested. It also gives values of surface gradient given

by Mr, Whitehead for his curve ( the equation for which is given as

Equation (20) )which is plotted on Sheet No. 4 to show its comparison with

the experimental curve gotten in this work.. From the theoretical expression

for potential gradient ( Equation 13 ), values of that gradient are calcu-

lated for different points between brass rods .25 inch in diameter, and

the results are shown in Curve Sheet No. 5.
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— VI —

Conclusions.

In view of the fact that all the critical points were determined from

carefully plotted curves similar to Curves Nos. 1, 2, 3,; further, that the

potential gradient for the appearance of corona on any size of wire is con-

stant within reasonable limits; considering that the tests were made at

different periods under slightly different conditions of temperature, pressure

ar d humidity, and with two entirely different transformers, it seems that

there is good and sufficient foundation for the results obtained above, and

for the following conclusions drawn from those results ;-

(1) That the critical point for any size conductor is independent of the

material of that conductor;

(2) That the corona voltage is goverr.ed by the surface tension; and

(3) That the voltage at which flash-over occurs is governed by the tension

midway between the conductors.
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Table No. 1 .

Test Data for Erass Rods .25 inch or .635 cm. diameter.

Distance in

i nchsfi het'vefiri

reds

.

Corona
Vol t acrft

Effective

Breakdown
V ol tap*fl

Effective

Freauen—

5 .10 000 69,000 45

7.35 000 8 5,000 11

8.50 000 96,000 H

9. CO 99,000 101,000
Mn

10.25 107,500 113,500
*iii

11.12 110,000 118,000

From the test curve for this size, the critical point is found to come

at 96,800 volts and 8.65 inches.

-0-0-0-0

Table

-

No.

- o —

2 .

Test Data for Brass Rois .375 inch or .927 cm. diameter.

Distance in
inches between

r ods

.

Corona
Voltage
Effective

Breakdown
Voltape
Effective

Frequen-
c V

11.00 000 127,500 45

12.00 000 135,500 n

13.50 000 138,000 tf

14.25 142,500 143,500 it

15.00 143,300 149,000 H

16.00 146,000 152,000
ii

From the test 3urve for this specimen, the critical point is found to come

at 143,300 volts and 14 .1 inches.
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Table No. 3 .

Test Data for Soft Iron Wire .147 inch or .374 cm .diameter.

Distance in

inches between
wires

.

Corona
Vol t p era

E f fective

Breakdown
Voltage
Effective

Humi-
dity
ofJL

Freque-
cy-

Tem-
po ra-

t ure.

1.47 COO 34,200 42 45 20.5

1.63 000 35,100
Hn 11

1.75 000 36,300
it M

11 ii

2.50 000 42,060 1! II Hn

2.75 000 4 3,500 It
tt itii

3.50 OCO 50,700 II tt ii
ii

3.78 000 54,000 11 If
M

4.40 000 59,100 II It II

4.50 59,000 60,000 II tl
||II

4.60 59,400 61,500 II It (|

4.90 60,600 63,300 II II
ft
II

5.00 61,200 65,100
H ii•I ||

5.50 62,400 67,200 II H |f

6. CO 6 5,100 71,400 It It II

From the test curve for this specimen, the critical point is found to

come at 59,220 volts and 4.45 inches

.
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Table No. 4 .

Test Data for Soft Iron Wire .10? inch or. .277 cm. diame te r.

Distance in

inches between
wires

.

Corona
Voltage
Effective

Breakcl own
Voltage
Effective

Frequency
- o -

- o -

7 P

i

000 18,600 45

1.12 000 23,400 tt

1.25 22,800 24,000 H

1.40 23,400 25,800
II

2.50 31,800 34,800 11

3.00 37,200 39,900
Mn

3.4' 39,600 44,100
ii

5.25 49,20C 58,800 If

6.12 50,400 69,000 II

From the test curve for this specimen, the critical point is found to

be 22,400 volts at a distance of 1.125 inches.

— - -0-0 —

Table No. 5 .

Test Data for Soft Iron Wire .081 inch or .196 cm. diameter.

Distance
inches •

Corona Volt-
age Effective.

B reak down
Voltaee.

F requency

.

.35 OCO 10,500 45

.65 000 15,300 M

.87 16,600 17,700 It

1.25 19,500 22,800 tl

1.75 24,000 27,600
II

2 .oo 25,800 29,400 n

2.25 27 ,000 31,800 ti

3.00

The critical
32>400 37 ^ 500

point is at 16,200 volts, and .75 inches.
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Table No. 6 .

Test Data for Copper Wire .081 inch or .196 cm. diameter.

Distance in Corona
inches between Voltage

wires Effective

Breakdown
Voltage
Effective

Humi-
dity

Freqen-
cy

Temper-
ature
Cent v _

50

1.

000 15,900 45 r5 20

1.00 000 22,200 M II n

1.50 ,000 27,900 II It it

2.25 33,840 on , OUU it It it

2.50 35,100 37,200 It II ii

3.00 36,900 42 ,000 it II it

3. 32 3#,400 45,600 ii II ft

4 .00 40,800 51,300 ii II ti

Frorr. the test curve for this specimen, the critical point is found at

32,400 volts and 2.03 inches.

- -0-0-0-0 - o -

Table No. 7 .

Test Data for copper \dre .016 inch or .041 cm. diameter.

Distance
ap_art

Corona
Voltage

000

B reakdown
Voltage

9,600

TT . *Humi-

uti
Frequeft-

cy.

Temper-
ature

50 46 45 20

.525 000 10,500 tt it ii

.75 11,700 12,450 it n tt

.875 12,150 15,450 ti it tt

1.00 13,200 20,400 ii it ti

1.25 13,800 29,100 n ii it

1.50 14,820 34,500 tt tt ii

From the test curve, the critical point comes at 11,250 volts and .675 inches.
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Table No. 8 .

Test Data for Iron Wire .641 inch or .106 cm. diameter.

Distance in Corona Breakdown Frequency
inches between Voltage Voltage

wi res

.

&i ractive &Z I©pt IV©

.75 oco 14,700 25

1 .00 ft. ftft000 ft f\t\f\ II

1 8 ,000
"

^ ft c
1 .35 ft ft ft000 ftft ft II21,300 "

1.46 ft o r> /*^\23,000
ft il Oft ft II

24,300

1.90
n a a ft ft

23,400 27, 600

ft PA
12 . 50

a ft ft ft24,000
ft ft ftft.ft l|

33,300

2.60 ft y» A
24, 300

ft ft ftft ft ||

33, 900 "

3 .00 ft /• ^ ft ft
26 ,100 36,900

ft ft c3.25 ft rr ft ft ft
27 ,000 A ft. ft ft ft. II40,200 "

3. 50
ft ft ftft ft
28 ,800

j ft ft,ft ft if42,000 "

4.00 29,400 46,800 "

From the curve for thi3 specimen, XL.— * * — _ ^ _ — 1 A. - —- _ A, ft ft ft ft ft
the critical point comes at 2<s,300

volt 8 and 1.35 inches

.

-0-0-0-0 - o - o - o -

Table No. 9.

Test Data for Iron Wire .010 inch or .0254 cm. diameter.

Distance Corona Voltage Breakdown Frequency

.44 000 6,960 25

.50 000 7 ,080

.60 7,440 7,980 "

.70 7,680 8,520 w

.76 8,040 11,280 "

1.00 8,460 15,000 "

The critical point comes at 7,200 volts and .501 inch.
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Table No. 10.

Test Data for Copper Wire .035 inch or .109 cm. diameter.

Distance be- Corona Breakdown Humi- Frequen- Tempera-
tween wires in Voltage Voltage -iity cy ture

inches. E ffective Ef^ectiY.© $ Centigrade

.50 000 12,000 42 45 20

.625 000 14,100 " "

.80 00 1 5,000 "

1.00 16,800 1 7,100 » w

1.25 18,420 22,200 " "

1.375 19,800 26,100 " " "

1.50 20,700 30,300 " " "

1.75 21,300 34,200 " " "

2.00 22,500 37,500 w "

2.50 23,220 43,200 " "

From the test c.;rve for this specimen, the critical point was found

to come at 16,860 volts and .975 inch.
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Table No. 11.

Test Data for Copper Wire .104 inch or .264 cm. diameter.

Distance be- Corona Breakdown Humi- Krequen- T empera-

tween wires in Voltage Voltage dity cy ture.

,

*nches_t. Effective Effective

c . OU aha 9 a n^o0% ,UD*J AS A R i Q ?5- jiCJ

« Co uuu a i inn II tt tt

3 79O • fa UUvJ A S AOPl**0 ,ouu H tt tt

a on It tt tt

4.05 OCO 48,030 M 11 It

4.10 48,600 48,900 II tt It

4.35 49,200 51,600 M It n

4.50 50,100 53,100 n tt tt

5.00 51,900 57,600 n It u

5.62 53,700 63,600 tt H tt

From the test curve for this specimen, the critical point was

found to come at 48,600 volts and 4.075 inches.





Table No. 12 .

Potential Gradient at Surface and Midway between .25 inch Brass Rods.

-Distance —

Inches Centimeters Breakdown
Voltase

Surface
Gradient

Center
Gradient

5.10 12.9 69,000 2 9,500 2,300

7.35 18,6 8 5,000 3 2,700 2,250

8.50 21.6 96,000 35,900 2,110

9.00 22.8 101, CCO 37,200 2,070

9.50 24.1 104,000 38,000 2 ,010

10.25 26.1 113,500 40,600 1,9':

11.12 28.3 118,000 41,300 1,860

Average Center Gradient in Volts per Cm. effective 2,090.

Note: The above points are taken from the flash-over curve of the specimen

The following computations are for points taken from the curve pursued

by the visible corona.

Distance Corcna Surface Center

Inches Centimet ers Voltage Gradient Gradient

9.00 22.85 99,000 36,500 2,030

9.50 24.10 102,500 37,000 1,970

10.25 26.10 107,500 38,300 1 ,870

11.12 28.30 110,000 38,500 1,730

Average Surface Gradient Volts per Cm. Effective ~7,500.
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Table No. 13.

Potential Gradient at Surface and Midway between .375 inch Brass Rods

.

Distance Breakdown Surface Center

Inches Centimeters Voltage Gradient Gradient

Effective Volts / cm. Volts / cm.

11.00 27.9 127,500 33,400 2 ,250

12.00 30.5 135,500 34,800 ,150

13.50 34.3 138,000 34,300 1 ,880

14.25 36.2 143,500 3 5,300 1,830

15.00 38.1 149,000 36,300 1,790

16.00 40.7 152,000 36,500 1,685

Average Center Gradient for Breakdown Voltages 1,930 volts/cm.

Note: The above values are taken from the flash-over :urve

.

The following points are taken froto the points taken by the appearance

cf corona.

Distances Corona Surface Center

Inches Centimeters Voltage Gradient Gradient

Effective Volts / cm. Volts / cm

.

14,25 36.2 142,500
'J 4,600 1,820

15.00 38.1 143,300 34,400 1,720

16.00 40.7 146,000 34,500 1,620

Average Surface Gradient For Corona— 34,500 volts / cm. Effective.
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Table No. 14.

Potential Gradient at Surface and Midway between .104 inch copper wires.

Distance Breakdown Surface Center

Inches Centimeters Voltage Gradient Gradient

Effective v olts / cm. Volts / cm.

2.5C 6.35 34,050 43,200 2,720

3.28 8.34 41,400 50,200 2 ,410

3.72 9.45 4 5,600 53,700 2,275

4.00 10.15 48,000 5 5,500 2,190

4.05 10.30 48,030 5 5,800 2,160

48,900 56,200 2,160

4.35 n .02 01, OUU DO ,*±UW 2,120

4.50 11 .42 53,100 5 8,700 2,055

5.0C 12.70 57,600 6 4,300 2,020

5,62 14.25 63,600 68,000 1 ,910

Average Gradient at Center in Volts per Cm. Effective- 2,200.

Note : The above are taken from the breakdown curve for the specimen.

The following values are taken from the corona curve for the same specimen.

Distance Corona Surface Center

I nches Centime te rs Voltage Gradient Gradient

Effective Volts / cm. Volts / cm.

4.10 ] 0.4 48,600 42,220 2,045

4.35 11.2 49,200 42,200 2,020

4.50 11.4 50,100 42,700 1,940

5.00 12.7 51,900 43,800 1,820

5.62 14.3 53,700 43,400 1,610

Average Surface Gradient for Corona — 42,900 volts per cm.





Potential Gradient at Surface and Midway between .010 inch iron wire.

Distance

Inches Centimeters

.25

.30

.50

.51

.55

.60

.75

.8 7

1.00

.635

.76

1.27

1.29

1.39

1.52

1.90

2.21

2.54

Breakdown

Voltage

Effective

3,120

5,280

6,540

7,050

7,560

8,520

11,340

14,400

19,200

Surface

Gradient

Effective

31,200

51,000

55,800

6 0,000

63,300

70,000

89,000

110,000

142,000

Center

Gradient

Effective

2,500

2,400

2,240

2,370

2,500

2,340

2,380

2,540

2,240

Average Breakdown Center Gradient,- Volts per Centimeter - 2,400

Note:- The above are taken from the curve for breakdown for this size,

The following are values of corona from the same curve.

Distance

Inches Centimeters

.55

.60

.75

.87

1.00

1 .39

1.52

1,90

2.21

2.54

Corona

Voltage

Effective

7,260

7,620

7 ,8 60

8,040

8,460

Average Surface Gradient for Corona

Surface

Gradient

Volts / Cm.

60,600

62,500

64,000

61,400

62.400

61,900

Center

Gradient

Volts / Cm.

2,220

2 ,090

1,715

i,4;o

1,250

Volts per centimeter.
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Table No. 16.

Potential Gradients - Calculated and Observed from Curves.

Radius of

Wires.
Inches

Critical
Distance

Inches Centimeters

Critical
Voltage
Effect ive

Surface
Gradient

Volts / cm.

Center
Gradient

Volts / cm.

.005 .501 1.27 7,200 61,600 2 ,470

.008 .675 1.715 11,250 62,500 2,960

.0175 .975 2.48 16,800 46,200 3 , 380

.021 1.350 3.43 22,300 50,400 3,140

.0405 2.030 5 .15 32,400 40,400 3,230

.052 4.075 10.36 48,600 42,300 2,160

.0545 4.350 11.05 5o , oUU a n onri4 / , oUU 6 ,4oU

.0735 4.450 11.30 59,220 37,000 2,610

.125 8.650 22.00 96,800 36,000 2,080

.1875 14.100 35.80 142,300 34,700 1,850

Average Potential Midway betv/een the Conductors - 2,600

In the following tabulations for potential gradient calculated from our

empirical equations, both Equations (22) and (23) were used wilfchin limits.

Radius
Wires.

of Potential Gradients
From Curve Whitehead

for Critical
's

Points.
Calculated

.012 60,500 51,300 60,000

.050 49,300 43,500 48,900

.100 43,000 39 , 500 43,400

.150 39,800 40,150

.200 37,800 37 , 800

.300 36,200 No 36,200

.4 rC 34,700 Values 35,200

.500 34,300 Further 34,500

4.850 Found. 2 8,000
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